
 

 

Opening Note 
    

  Greetings from Ranjani Fine Arts, as we enter the festival season with Varamahalakshmi Vratam and Janmashtami 

behind us, and with Ganesha Chaturthi just around the corner. At RFA, July 2013‘s high level of activity continued 

unabated into August. After our first-ever Guru Utsava in end-July, we had a memorable concert by Vidushi K. 

Gayatri and team. We reached another milestone by adding Hindustani music to our program list, with the launch of 

our ―Hindustani Music Baithak Series‖ in August. The first Baithak, featuring a sitar performance by Sri Nikhil 

Patwardhan, was a great success. And, at the time of writing this, many of us find ourselves humming snatches of 

some rarely heard Tyagaraja compositions, thanks to RFA‘s just-concluded 3-day workshop on ―Rare Kritis of Saint 

Tyagaraja‖. This was conducted by no less a person than Sangeetha Kala Acharya Smt. Neela Ramgopal, and it 

was particularly heartening for us to see over 50 participants ranging in age from 9 to 83, with a significant number of 

children in the 9-15 age group in this workshop (we will cover this event in our next issue). 

 

  In this issue of Nadavani, we relive the memories of Guru Utsava 2013 and RFA‘s concerts of August 2013. We 

also have a small quiz on ―Ganesha & Music‖ for our young readers. We hope you like this issue, and as always, 

welcome your feedback. 

 

  Happy Ganesha Chaturthi, from all of us at Ranjani Fine Arts! 

         - P. Venkataraghavan 

 

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 3  

Membership  
RFA thanks all members who have renewed their memberships, and welcomes all new members. 
 
We request those who have not yet renewed their memberships to do so—it is your support which makes it possible 
for us to bring the monthly programs and all other RFA events to this neighbourhood. You may renew your 
membership online at www.ranjanifinearts.org or in person at the membership desk during the next RFA event.  
 
We also invite all rasikas, teachers, students and musicians to join the RFA community by becoming members. 
Please call Shri V.Shrinivasan at 9342582686 if you need any assistance regarding membership. 

CURRENT MEMBER COUNT  2 7 2 

Nadavani 
The Newsletter of Ranjani Fine Arts, Bellandur, Bengaluru. 

www.ranjanifinearts.org 

 

 

Monthly Concert : Saturday, September 14, 2013  @ 5 PM 
Vidwan Vinay Sharva (vocal); Vidushi H.M.Smitha(violin);   

Vidwan K.U.Jayachandra Rao (mridangam)  Vidwan Guruprasanna (khanjira) 

At 3.45PM, there will be a performance by students of Dhwani School of music, following 
which, all participants at the RFA‘s recent workshop recently conducted by Vidushi Neela 
Ramgopal will render some rare kritis of Saint Tyagaraja. 
 
Venue : Sobha Lakeview Clubhouse, Bellandur, Bangalore. 

Hindustani Music Baithak: Saturday, September 21, 2013 @ 5PM 
RFA‘s Hindustani Music Baithak Series continues into its second month with a vocal recital 
by Sri. Chandramouli Rao. He will be accompanied on the tabla by Shri Madhukar Malay, 
and Shri Surya Upadhaye on the Harmonium, with tanpura support by Shri Jagannath and 
party. All are welcome. 
 
Venue : Sobha Lakeview Clubhouse, Bellandur, Bangalore 

UPCOMING EVENTS 



 

 

   A Memorable Performance: K.Gayatri at RFA 

  It is said that being endowed with a good voice takes 
one through the first 50% of the musical journey, 
guidance by a knowledgeable guru the next 30% and 
last, but not the least, hard work (saathakam) the  final 
20%. K. Gayatri‘s concert at Ranjani Fine Arts on 
August 10, 2013 would have made listeners realize 
the truth in this statement. 
 
  Gayatri chose to open her concert with Kothavasal 
Venkatrama Iyer‘s  Saveri varnam – Sarasuda Ninne 
Kori, sung in three kalams. Next came Tyagaraja‘s 
Undethi Ramudu in Harikambodhi , which included a 
good niraval and set of swarams. A crisp alapana in 
Poorvikalyani was next, and the composition chosen 
was the lesser heard Satileni Guruguha by Ponniah Pillai. This also included a beautifully sung niraval and swarams. A fast 
paced rendition of Muthuswami Dikshitar‘s Sri Swaminathaya Namaste in Khamas was well appreciated by the audience. 

 
  An elaborate and nuance-filled alapana in Sankarabharanam was the prelude to 
the main piece of the evening – the lesser heard, but beautiful Sankaracharyam of 
Subbarama Dikshitar. Gayatri ‗s rendering brought out the beautiful sahithyam 
describing the attributes of  Adi Sankaracharya, and featured a good niraval and 
swarams. Next, Sriranjani was the ragam chosen for  Ragam, Tanam, and Pallavi, 
set to a challenging Kantajathi Triputa talam in kanta nadai.The beautiful Pallavi 
was followed by a string of ragamalika swaras which saw her switch cleverly 
between Sriranjani, Sri and Ranjani , among other ragas, and also showed the 
remarkable mastery  she has obtained in layam. Post RTP there were three  light 
pieces, Bhavayami gopalabalam  in Yamunakalyani (Annamacharya), 
Ramabaktha Hanuman in Jonpuri – a composition of her guru Suguna 
Purushothaman, and the Chenchuruti Thillana of Mysore Seshanna. 
 
  Overall, the concert by Gayatri was a memorable one. She made the best use of 
her melodious voice, the rigorous training that she has undergone and naturally 
gifted clear pronunciations of the compositions in any language. The excellent 
accompaniment throughout, by Charulatha Ramanujam on the violin and 
K.U.Jayachandra Rao on the mridangam, contributed in no small measure to the 
success of the concert.  
   - Dr. K.G.Shyam Krishnan 

 

Vidushi K.Gayatri(vocal), Vidushi Charulatha Ramanujam(violin), 

Vidwan K.U. Jayachandra Rao(mridangam) : Aug 2013 concert 

Now, Hindustani Music at RFA : The First Baithak 
 
  Ranjani Fine Arts has created another milestone in its journey of 
spreading music and melody by embracing Hindustani Classical 
Music along with its core interest in Karnatak music. This integration 
in approach is going to result in the widespread reach of Indian 
Music to a large scale, which is most essential today to bring about 
work-life balance in society with peace and harmony all around.  
 
  As a step towards the fruition of  this missionary concept, RFA has 
decided to conduct a series of Hindustani Music concerts in Baithak 
Style to start with. The first Baithak was organised on 24/08/2013 at 
Sobha Lakeview Clubhouse, with a scintillating Sitar recital by Sri 
Nikhil Patwardhan, accompanied on Tabla by Sri Partha Mukherjee. 
Sri Patwardhan started his recital with Raag Miya ki Malhar, which 
was very appropriate for the season and time. He elaborated very 
nicely on the sweetness and feelings of the raga in his Alap, Jor and 
Jhala, fully captivating the audience and raising the mood to a state 
of collective blissfulness. He played Vilambit Gat in Teen taal with free flowing taans and layakari, which was reciprocated 
in equal measure by the Tabla artiste, much to the audience‘s delight. Sri Patwardhan then played drut gat in Teen taal in 
Raag Surdasi Malhar, bringing into focus yet another sweet form of Raag Malhar. The audience was in raptures with the 
fast taans on Sitar and the reciprocal rhythm by the Tabla. An hour passed as if in seconds, when the first part of the recital 
came to an end. On request from the audience, the second part was sprinkled with sweetness and melody from the Sitar in 
raag Bhairavi, resulting in expressions of '‘vah'’ and "Aha" moments from many. Honouring the audience request, the 
artistes performed "Sabal" (a phrase  by sitar) and "Jabab" (answer by Tabla in the same rhythm) bringing the mood of the 
audience to its peak level of joyfulness. The programme ended with continuous applause, and a commitment by RFA to 
host a Baithak on the 3rd Saturday of every month.  
        - R. D. Choudhary 

Sri Nikhil Patwardhan (sitar), Sri Partha Mukherjee 

(tabla) at RFA’s first Hindustani music baithak 

 

RFA GenNext Meets the Artiste 
 

Vidushi K. Gayatri graciously accepted 
RFA GenNext's invite to meet young 
aspiring musicians and music lovers 
prior to her concert at RFA. The lucky 
youngsters and their parents enjoyed the 
rare opportunity to interact with a role 
model for the GenNext. Gayatri's 
interactions included sound advice on 
the need for vigour and rigour for any 
aspirant to achieve their goals.  She 
briefly shared her journey as a musician 
from a tender age of 4 to becoming a 
multiple-awards winning Carnatic 
vocalist.  Gayatri took a lot of interest in 
RFA's plans for GenNext and offered to 
support us as and when needed.   
            - S. Subramanian 



 

 

Announcements 
 

RFA GenNext, our new initiative to involve teenagers in various RFA activities, has received a good response 
with 8 teenagers signing up during the Guru Utsava event. A kickoff meeting is being planned in August to plan 
the various events to be organised under the GenNext aegis.  More teenagers are welcome. To sign up, please 
contact S. Subramanian on 9980133144. 

Children’s Corner 
For all rasikas young in age, or at heart 

Answers to last month’s crossword 
Across:   3.SRUTI    6.VARNAM    7.MELAKARTA    8.RAMA     10.GHATAM 
Down :    1.SRI    2.GURUGUHA  4.MRIDANGAM    5.MANGALAM    9.ADI 

With Ganesha Chaturthi coming up, try your hand at this “Ganesha&Music” quiz 

(Google’s always your friend!). Email your answers to  ranjanifineartsteam@gmail.com. 

Prizes for 3 best entries from rasikas below 14. 

Congratulations to last month’s winners! 

Reethika Ramalingam(13), Sruti Srinidhi(12), Sreya Srinidhi(10) 

1. This raga is used in one of Purandaradasa’s Pillari geetams on Ganesha which any beginner of Carnatic 
music  learns, as well as the more elaborate kriti “Pancha Mathangamukha Ganapatina” of Muthuswamy 
Dikshitar. Can you name this raga ? 

2. Perhaps the all-time Ganesha kriti favourite, this pentatonic (5-swara) raga is used in compositions like 
Purandara Dasa’s Gajavadana Beduve, Muthaiah Bhagavathar’s Gam Ganapate and Papanasam Sivan’s 
Mooladhara Moorti , to name a few. Name the raga. 

3. A 5-stanza shloka on Ganesha was made popular by an M.S.Subbulakshmi recording featuring the ragas 
Kalyanavasantham, Kunthalavarali, Madhyamavati and the ragas in Questions 1 and 2. Name the shloka, 
and, for bonus points, the composer. (Hint: The opening line mentions Ganesha’s favourite food) 

4. Legend has it that after the defeat of the Chalukya king Pulakeshin by the Pallavas, an idol of Ganesha was 
brought from the Chalukya capital (present day Badami) to a temple at Tiruchenkattankudi near Thanjavur, 
and this idol served as the inspiration for a famous kriti by Muthuswamy Dikshitar. Name the kriti. (Hints: 
same raga as in Question 2; former name of Badami) 

5. One of Tyagaraja’s few kritis on Ganesha, Sri Ganapanthi ni, is sometimes used as a concert opener. It also 
uses the same raga as his famous mangalam—Nee Nama Rupamulaku, sung at the end of most concerts. 
Which raga is this ?  

Readers’ Letters 
 

Dear RFA team, 
It's wonderful.  There is a touch of class in whatever you do. Within a short span of time you people have come up with so many new ideas 
and each one being executed successfully. Very soon you will be one of the top ranking sabhas!  All the best. 
Harini Raghavan, Bangalore 
 
I received your August newsletter through my good friend Shri. Krishna Prasad of SRLKM. Very nice work ! It beautifully captures the 
happenings and kindles interest in the minds of youngsters. I like your focus on young talent while making sure the tradition and classicism is 
passed on to the next generation.  
With Best wishes, 
S Anand,  Jayanagar, Bangalore 
 
Team RFA, 
Three day workshop contemplated on 10 Thyagaraja Kritis, is an innovative idea. The fact that Sangeetha Kala Acharya Neela Ramagopal is 
a part of its first edition is a pleasing experience. Such programmes will immensely help the music students besides connoisseurs as well. 
Appreciate, if this kind of workshops are made a routine month after month.  Congrats. 
Keshava Murthy, Bangalore 
 
Dear RFA Team, 
Thanks for sending the RFA newsletter. It is excellent and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. 
Best regards, 
Shylaja Rajiv, Atlanta 
 
I must congratulate all of you for the wonderful and creative work RFA is doing.  My best wishes and thank you for sharing the newsletters – I 
read them with great interest.  I look forward to meeting you all sometime soon. 
Best wishes 
Naresh Purushotham, Chennai 



 

 

Guru Utsava 2013 at Ranjani Fine Arts 

   Guru Utsava 2013 was inaugurated by Sangeetha Kala Acharya Vidushi Neela Ramgopal. 
Addressing the assembled rasikas, Vidushi Neela underscored the importance of the Guru as the 
dispeller of darkness (Gu=darkness; Ru=dispeller), and highlighted the fact that a real Guru is not 
just a teacher, but also a role model. As Sankara TV‘s camera rolled on, covering the event, it was 
heartening for the organizers to hear Vidushi Neela mention that RFA‘s Guru Utsava was perhaps 
the first of its kind in Bangalore.  
 

  The first concert was by Smt. Anjali Sudhir, herself a student of Smt. Neela Ramgopal, and the 
founder of  Geetanjali School of music . Smt. Anjali started off with Sarasijanabha - a Swati Thirunal 
varnam in Mayamalavagowla. A detailed exposition of the raga Sahana followed, and she went on 
to render the famous Tyagaraja kriti Dehi Tavapada Bhaktim.  Smt. Soumya on the violin excelled 
in bringing out all the nuances of Sahana. Sri. Somaskandan on the mridangam, provided good 
support. The concluding piece of this mini concert was a Suddhasaveri piece by Kanakadasa 
(Samsaravemba).  

 
  Smt. Savitha Kartik's rendering made us realise the rich padantharam of 
D.K.Jayaraman's throughout. She started with Neelayadakshi, a composition of Syama 
Sastri in the ragam Paras. Next, she took up Muthaiah Bhagavathar's  composition in 
Karnaranjani ragam-"Vanchatho" with its brisk chittaswaram. The highlight of her recital was 
a well-delineated Kalyani ragam, which was beautifully matched by Soumya 
Ramachandran‘s return alapana. Savitha took up Pankajalochana of Swati Tirunal,  doing 
full justice to it with an extremely well sung niraval and kalpanaswaras. Sri Vinay Nagarajan 
provided good accompaniment on the mridangam. 

 
  Next, the concert by Smt. Aparna Chandar was marked by the poignant rendering of a set 
of melodious ragas. She started off with a Behag varnam. The second piece was the 
majestic Pakkala Nila badi in Kharaharapriya. This was the major piece, and Aparna did a 
fair attempt to delineate the various shades of Kharaharapriya in the short time. The kriti 
Kelathi Mama Hridaye  in the beautiful Bhageshree came next. She concluded with the 
popular Papanasam Sivan piece Nambi Kettavar in Hindolam. The good choice of ragas and 
kritis evoked audience interest. Smt.Aparna was ably supported on the violin by Sri. Anirudh 
Vishwanathan and Sri. T. Raghavendran on the mridangam. 

 
  Sri A.P.Rao started his performance with a brisk varnam in Saveri ragam- Sarasuda. Next 
came Dikshitar‘s Maha Ganapatim in Nattai and the beautifully rendered  Syama Sastri's 
swarajithi – Kamakshi, in Yadukulakambhodhi. This particular composition, with its numerous 
complex swara patterns, is very rarely heard in the concerts, and RFA rasikas were fortunate to 
listen to this piece. He concluded with his own composition - a  ―Ranjanimala‖ ragamalika – which 
gave us a glimpse into his "vidwat". R. Raghuram on the violin and Vadiraja Bhatt on the 
mridangam provided excellent accompaniment. 

 
  Smt. Sumitra Nitin gave a stellar performance on Day One of Guru Utsava. The highlight of 
her concert was the choice of kritis that extolled the virtues and greatness of the Guru. First 
came an Ambujam Krishna composition in Kedaram – Guru Thanda, tuned by Smt. 
Ananthalakshmi Sadagopan. The main piece was Mysore Vasudevachar‘s ―Guru kripa leka‖, 
in the rare ragam Pushpalathika, where she did alapana, neraval and kalpanaswaram. 
Sumitra concluded with a kriti on Guru Raghavendra in Tilang, set to tune by Sri. T.M. 
Thiagrarajan.  Smt. Soumya matched Smt. Sumitra‘s melodious voice note for note on the 
violin, and Sri R.S.R.Srikanth excelled on the mridangam, leaving the audience spellbound.  

 
  Smt. Bindu Nair started off with a Pantuvarali varnam by Ramanathapuram Srinivasa Iyengar. 
She followed this with a very good rendering of the popular Dikshitar kriti Vatapi Ganapathim, in 
Hamsadhwani, which included kalpanaswarams. The beautiful Mohanam piece Rara 
Rajeevalochana Rama was rendered very well. Tyagaraja‘s Entanerchina in Suddha Dhanyasi 
and the popular Purandaradasa kriti Ksheerabdi Kannike (Aarabhi) were the concluding pieces. 
Five kritis well rendered -  that too in a short span of 30 minutes - was a commendable effort! Sri 
Anirudh  (violin) and Sri T. Raghavendran (mridangam) provided good accompaniment. 

Every year, the full-moon day in the Indian calendar month of Ashada is of special significance in our culture, where 
the Guru-shishya parampara has prevailed for centuries. This day is Guru Poornima – the festival where all students 
offer worship to their gurus, and celebrate the birthday of one of the greatest of all Gurus – Veda Vyasa. This year, 
Guru Poornima was particularly special at Ranjani Fine Arts, where rasikas attended “Guru Utsava” – a unique 2-day 
event on July 27 and 28, 2013, featuring a series of half-hour performances by 18 music teachers from nearby areas  
of Bangalore.  



 

 

  Smt Chitra Rajagopalan was at her confident best as she started with Shakthi 
Ganapathim in the grand Nattai ragam. She elucidated the nuances very nicely and won the 
rasikas‘ attention instantly. The jewel in the crown was an elaborate Mohana raagam 
followed by the less heard kAdambari Priyaayai of Muttuswamy Dikshitar. The neraval and 
swaras that followed brought out the essence of the raga beautifully. Ranjani Mala of 
Thanjavur Sankara Iyer was a fitting finale for a wonderful performance by Chitra. Soumya 
Ramachandran on the violin was in her element as she returned phrase by phrase the 
bhava. This program had two mridangams, R.S.R. Srikanth and V. Swaminathan (guru and 

shishya respectively). It was an enjoyable sight to see both the teacher and the pupil talk to each other through 
music on stage. 
 
  Smt Madhu Govindarajan presented a neat concert with a varied selection of songs. She 
opened with the Nattai kriti - Mangala Layavara and followed it with Mayilmeedhu in Charukesi. 
The highlights were a nice rendition of Tyagaraja's Sucharithram kriti Maravakave and the 
ragamalika Yadava Raya. Madhusudan on the violin and N Gurumurthy on the mridangam lent 
admirable support. Day 1 of the Guru Utsava concluded with the final piece rendered by Smt. 
Madhu – a Meera Bhajan in the ragam Sindhubhairavi, 
 

 
  Dr.Priyashri Rao opened Day 2 an auspicious start, with a graceful and charming 
rendering of GNB‘s brisk Andolika varnam - Nee Dayarada, set to Adi talam in single 
kaalam. She sped up the tempo from the charanam. An alapana in Ramamanohari came 
next, followed by Ponniah Pillai‘s Rajarajeswari, with a samashti charanam. The brilliance 
of ―TMT bani‖ was very evident in her neraval and swarams. A mini thaniavarthanam was 
by Sri T.M Ramesh on the mridangam .  Shri. Arunachala Karthik played equally well on the 
violin, bringing out all the shades of Ramamanohari. She concluded the recital with a 
melodious rendering of  ‗Pranata Sureshwari’ from Ashtatalakshmi sthothram set in Raga 

Chandrakauns. Dr.Priyashri Rao indeed gave a very beautiful performance with her bright, well-trained voice. Her 
time management was also excellent, a true mini-kutcheri with all the ingredients in 30 minutes! 
 
  Next came a Veena recital by Guru Smt. Radha Srisailam, with Sri 
D.N.Nandakumar on the Mridangam. Smt. Radha started with the Mysore Maharaja 
Jayachamaraja Wodeyar kriti Sri Mahaganapatim in Atana, She continued with an 
alapana and taanam in ragam Bhairavi followed by Tyagaraja‘s kriti Upacharamu, 
set to Roopaka talam. She concluded the recital with Doreiswamy Iyengar‘s ―Note‖ 
- a composition in raga Sindhubhairavi. It was a nice performance, in terms of both 
the song selection, as well as the disciplined and traditional rendering.  
 

 
 Smt. Srirajalakshmi's Veena performance began with Tiruvettiyoor Tyaagayya's 
varnam Karunimpa idi, set in Sahana. After adeptly bringing out the zig-zag (vakra) 
patterns of Sahana, she changed the tempo with Patnam Subramania Iyer's 
Paridanamichite set in Bilahari. Adorned with swarams, this song had the audience 
hooked. Perhaps as a reflection of the monsoon weather, Smt. Srirajalakshmi 
performed Dikshitar's Anandamritakarshini set in the beautiful Amrithavarshini 
raaga. She once again upped the tempo with a Thillana, which was performed with 
precision. 

 
  Amidst all the Veena performances on Day 2, Smt. Shobha Kukke's vocal performance 
began with the lesser heard, but no less enjoyable Navarathri kriti in Suddha Saveri by Swati 
Tirunal. She then rendered an alapana in Charukesi, followed the popular Tyagaraja kriri 
Aadamodi galade. Her rendition did kindle memories of listening to Innum En Manam by Shri 
Maharajapuram Santhanam, and brought Charukesi to Ranjani Fine Arts for the first time. As a 
concluding piece, Smt. Shobha sang a Devarnama in raga Behag. Overall, a very well delivered 
vocal performance ! 

 
 
  Smt.Sobha Mokkapati was third Guru to play the Veena on Day 2. Papanasam 
Sivan‘s Sri Ganesha charanam in the raga Tilang was the first kriti she played. She 
followed with the popular Tyagaraja kriti Telisirama chintanato, in Poornachandrika. An 
alapana and taanam in Pantuvarali came next, followed by. the Tyagaraja kriti Shambo 
Mahadeva, set to Roopakam tala. This included a good set of kalpana swaras. In the 
last she played the popular Meera Bhajan ‗Payoji Maine‘. Sri Srinivasamurthy on the 
mridangam provided very good support.  
 

 



 

 

The opening notes of Smt. Soumya Ramachandran‘s Valaji alapana made RFA regulars 
sit up – here was another raga that hadn‘t been featured at RFA in a while. Soumya didn‘t 
disappoint them a bit with the brisk Lalgudi Jayaraman varnam that followed. She 
maintained the tempo with Tyagaraja‘s Vara Narada (Vijayasri), with ―sAramu gAnu 
brOvumika‖ of the Anupallavi played especially well. Next came the main piece - a lovely 
Kharaharapriya alapana, followed by Tyagaraja‘s Pakkala Nilapadi, with great swarams. 
Soumya concluded her performance with another Lalgudi Jayaraman composition – a 
Behag thillana -  as a tribute to the late violin maestro. Sri R.S.R. Srikanth‘s mridangam 

accompaniment was excellent  throughout. 
 

  Smt. Savitha Narayanan rendered a Papanasam Sivan kriti in the 
ragam Sriranjani in praise of Lord Vinayaka and followed it up with the 
Jaya Jaya Janani in the ragam Bhageshree. The performance was 
compact and rendered with good bhava. Sri Narayanan Iyer began his 
performance with Singara Velavan vandan in Ananda Bhairavi, a 
composition of Sri Papanasm Sivan. He followed it up with his own 
composition in praise of Lord Shaneeswara in Abhogi set to Aadi talam. A 
Swati Tirunal thillana, was the last piece in the programme, and was 
rendered very well. The accompanying artists – Sri Chandramouli on violin and Sri. T. 

Raghavendran on Mridangam, provided very good support. 
 

  Sri Arun Achanta enthralled the audience with the Varnam, Sarasijanabha in ragam Nattai 
followed by an elaborate rendition of Tyagaraja‘s Enduku Nee Manasu in Kalyani, complete with 
alapana, neraval and kaplanaswaras. The rendition gave a full blown chaya of Kalyani and the 
swaraprasthara by the artist was stylish and was soothing to the ears. There was a very good 
blend of speed, manodharma and bhava in Arun‘s performance. The accompanists – 
Chandramouli and Vadiraja Bhatt provided great support, particularly during the swaraprasthara 
in Kalyani. 
 

   Smt. Bhagyalakshmi Chandrashekar was in a meditative mood throughout the 
program, as she rendered Guru varulum tiru varulum (Abhogi), Ettanai naal tedi 
vandumo(Huseni), Ullum Puramum(Neelambari), Mamava Meenakshi(Varali), 
Ninuvina marigalada(Abheri), Ranga Baarane (Khamas), Kreedati Vanamali(Sindhu 
Bhairavi ) and Karunajalade(Nathanamakriya). Most of the songs had a brief alapana 
sketch that captured the essence of the rAga in a soulful manner. Each phrase had 
that element of 'nirnayam' and all the key notes were touched to provide an elevated 
experience. The song rendition was uncomplicated with deep focus on the "gayaki" 
style. She used the right hand pluck with a sense of minimalism, with most of the 
sounds and gamakas brought out largely by the deft left hand movements. She also 
preferred to sing the sahitya as she played the veena. Her conclusion of the concert with a "mantra pushpam" was 
apt, leaving the soft sound of the veena reverberating in the hearts of the rasikas. R.S.R.Srikanth's soft handling of 
the mridangam was in perfect harmony with the overall mood of the concert. One was reminded of the immortal 
Tyagaraja kriti "Sogasuga Mridanga Taalamu" as Srikanth's fingers provided that simple, feather-like touch. 

 
  Sri Vasudevan began the last performance of the event with the evergreen Vanajakshiro 
varnam in Kalyani. His well-balanced song list covered the Trinity, as well as other 
vaggeyakaras with a nice selection of kritis.  Dikshitar‘s Santana Gopalakrishnam (Khamas), 
Tyagaraja‘s Shambo Mahadeva (Pantuvarali) were very well rendered, followed by 
Vanamamalai Jeer‘s Janaki Ramana in Kapi. An aptly chosen viruttam in Sankarabharanam – 
the opening stanza of the Meenakshi Pancharatnam - was the prelude to Syama Sastri‘s 
Saroja Dhala Netri. Dr.M.Balamuralikrishna‘s thillana in Brindavana Saranga came next. Sri 

Vasudevan‘s melodious voice was matched well by the violin of Sri Shankar. Finally, all rasikas joined Sri Vasudevan 
in rendering the mangalam as the weekend‘s celebrations ended in a crescendo with Vadiraja Bhatt‘s delightful mini-
solo on the mridangam. 

 
  Thanks to the event‘s sponsors - Sri. M.R.Seetharam and Mahaveer Orthopaedic Clinic, Haralur Road - and the 
collective efforts of many volunteers, RFA‘s first Guru Utsava was a great success, and served to bring together so 
many people -  local music teachers, professional artistes, students, their families and a large number of rasikas -  
under one roof for 12 hours over 2 days! It was a memorable sight to watch children coming forward to offer 
tamboolam on behalf of RFA, and seek their Guru‘s blessings after each performance. Also unforgettable was the 
delicious prasadam on both days, enjoyed by all who attended the event. It is indeed hard to capture in words the 
wonderful spirit that prevailed, the goodwill that flowed or the sheer positive energy in the air during the course of 
these two days, but it is our hope that the words and pictures here give the reader some idea. 

 

  - Arvind Brahmakal, Jayashree Vaitheeswaran, Krishna C. Mysore, Rohini Krishnamoorthy, 

Santosh Narayanan, Santosh Shaastry, Dr. K.G.Shyam Krishnan and P. Venkataraghavan 



 

 
Guru Utsava 2013, in more pictures 

Write to us 
 
Ranjani Fine Arts would like to hear from you! If you have any comments about the newsletter, suggestions for 
improvement, or would like to contribute an article, please email us at ranjanifineartsteam@gmail.com. 

Inviting Volunteers 
 

Ranjani Fine Arts is run entirely by volunteers. If you‘d like to join our team, please write to us at 
ranjanifineartsteam@gmail.com to discuss possible volunteer opportunities. 

Photos by S. Subramanian 

Memorial Concerts 
 
Memorial concerts can now be held under the RFA banner. If you would like to hold a concert in memory of a loved 
one, Ranjani Fine Arts can help you arrange this. Please contact Sri B.S.Balasubramanyam at 9632682540 or Sri V. 
Shrinivasan at 9342582636 for more details. 


